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Synopsis

This talk discusses two major project management tools the first is Primavera Project Portfolio Management (P6) that provides Project Managers the visibility and accountability to the input data entered into the system and credibility in the reports generated as outputs.

It also shows how the methodology adopted within the tool aligns with standardised project management methodologies detailed in the Project Management Institutes’ ‘A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge’ (PMBOK Guide®) which identifies 10 knowledge areas critical to the success of projects. Four of these knowledge areas will be discussed namely Scope Management, Time Management, Cost Management and, in the speakers opinion the most important one being Integration Management.

The second tool discussed is Synchro 4D BIM that assigns the building 3D CAD objects to the relevant activities in the project schedule producing a simulated build of the project based on the schedule baselined sequence. The resultant dynamic model provides graphical visibility into the construction sequence that is not possible with traditional 2D planning.

Attendees will gain an understanding of the benefits of using these tools to increase the likelihood of project success in terms of the triple constraints of delivering the project on time, within budget and to the required specifications.

About the Speakers

Phil Palmer is the Managing Director of PCSS Consultancy Sdn Bhd established in Kuching (HQ), Miri & Singapore providing project management services across diverse industries for the past 10 years with ongoing contracts with clients such as JKR (Sarawak), Naim Holdings, Hock Seng Lee, SEB, Shin Yang Corporation and many others. Phil has over 35 years industry experience and holds a Master of Science degree in Project Management and has lectured at Curtin University in Miri, Sarawak on the same programme. He has also written his own Project Management training course with endorsements from the Project Management Institute (PMI). PCSS has received accreditations from PMI as a registered project management consultancy (RCP) and registered project management education provider (REP) and provides training in Primavera (P6), Synchro 4D BIM and generic project management courses.
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